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The power to respond to reason and truth exists in all of us. But so, unfortunately, does the tendency to
respond to unreason and falsehood  particularly in those cases where the falsehood evokes some
enjoyable emotion, or where the appeal to unreason strikes some answering chord in the primitive,
subhuman depths of our being.

 Aldous Huxley

Under the law of “survival of the fittest” in nature, some particular creatures need to resort to their own
camouflage mechanisms when they try to blend into their daily surroundings, so that they can avoid
any surprise attacks economically and efficiently. Thanks to these good biological examples, human
society has learnt to create artificial camouflage based on such natural mechanisms and work it into
standard combat uniforms for soldiers to disguise their appearance, whereabouts and actions in modern
battlefields. The purpose is not only to cheat the eye; to camouflage is not just an act of passive defense.
Animals in nature can use camouflage as visual traps to prey stealthily, while soldiers can also use it to
cover their surprise attacks on the enemy. Human society is after all no different to a huge hunting
ground of a jungle, so there is always a preyandhunter game for the battlefield, inside or outside. As
Song Peng sees it, he has a dual role to play in both his art practice and life – a player and observer, and
his changeful painting gives him the tool to present the delusory mechanism of image the medium.

The identity and image of an artist can only be built on the contour of a particular style formed out of
the accumulation of his works over a long period; the style is a sign for identification. The last stage of
Song Peng’s art was no doubt very successful in establishing the character of him as a rational and self
consistent young artist. For Song Peng’s paintings from five years ago, the first impression is the highly
unified tone of extreme gloominess. Through large immersive paintings, he restored the epic ruins of a
physical and spiritual world. As he once put, “the ruins are the end of human desires, and also the start
of a new desire”, so he was piecing together incidents of both factualness and fiction with images on
series after series of rearranged fragments while destroying and decomposing some figures in a violent
and wild manner, like a chain of interlocked or nested nightmares or a plight where no one can ever get
out – and there’s always a mysterious and depressive air. Compared with his paintings of such definite
personal style, his new works have totally different and exceptionally confusing visual elements.

Open and heterogeneous in his adoption of image materials, Song Peng focuses this time on mid1990s
Vintage foreign posters as examples for visual appropriation. So, instead of collaging and implanting
images fragmentally in a stage setting he designs like before, he has tried his best to retain the original
style of the images in his painting, which conceals deliberately the familiar impression that reminds
one of Song Peng’s authorship, and highlights the cultural attribute and highly decorative aesthetic trait
of every image source. As for the technical part, he has abandoned the expressionist way of expressing
feelings, left out smearing, scraping and dripping that tell of body actions and adopted even painting –
to take good care of every detail of the painting and adjust different styles and suitable color saturations
– all for evenness, brightness and glossiness, just as the facial expression behind a mask is unreadable.



There’s reason to believe that Song Peng’s turn in artmaking started not only out of his love for some
retro touch, which only acts as a disguise in style so as to hide the artist’s view of history deep beneath
his painting. The application of images as a tool for ideological communication can be traced back to
the beginning of religious popularization, and, since then, the tool has never ever been absent from any
largescale mass movements. As WWI and WWII saw the confrontation between different ideological
groups, the explosion of images approached a climax and, in the following decades, the tool gradually
became increasingly popular and influential in daily life. Right in this context, Song Peng refocused on
posters from the period of WWII, which, on the one hand, took over the role of delivering ideology as
closely related to religious preaching and public propaganda, and, on the other, ignited the power that
turned consumerism, which had swept the globe, into commercial advertisements.

Traditional printed matter, even in this age dominated by digital mass media, is still incomparably
typical in visual design. An effective poster usually depends on a good marriage between image and
text. In Song Peng’s painting, the text part is blurred intentionally and the ideographic symbols turned
into shapes that blend in the background. When the channel for exporting information is blocked, new
reflexive images will come inwardly into being. Marrying nongeometrical shapes with dazzling color,
Song Peng has created a special camouflage effect, suggesting the current situation which is concealed
or covered by appearances and can never be revealed. As media deliver messages, the dizzying poster
matrix isolates scenes of war in the context of WWII, works to build simulated scenes of life in a world
parallel to the WWII period, and promotes the mutual feeding relationship among aesthetics, desire and
ideology. So, in the double coercion by the iron curtain of politics and the flood of consumerism, truth
has become a pseudoproposition that invites no discussion.

Now, when we compare Song Peng’s works from different stages again, it’s not hard to find that his
past gloominess, dilapidation, violence and bloodiness and current brightness, comfort, sweetness and
temptation seem to be the two ends of the spectrum, but, in fact, they are just different means and facets
of a single form of totalitarianism. Like Brave New World and 1984, two dystopian novels both written
around WWII; they are totally different in mood setting but “soma” and “telescreens” both lead to the
same finale of being hypnotized and brainwashed. Compared with where Song Peng positions his art
on the scale of time, the theory of media control has been a commonplace nowadays, and mass media
have also evolved from the stage of relying on still images to the current multidimensional network that
is interactive, holographic and ubiquitous, so the taming and reaping of the masses almost seem to be a
selfevident truth. Skeptical inherently, Song Peng keeps salvaging from history tips and clues hidden
in the river of time; if, instinctively, we tend to look elsewhere in face of severe reality, why not create
a possibility where we can retain the last bit of our sobriety when being intoxicated?


